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0. Introduction

In this paper we study the boundary behaviour of subharmonic functions in B",
the unit ball of U", or in the upper half space of Un+\ Un

+
+l = {(x,y): x E R",

y>0}.
A function u denned in B" (respectively, U++1) has asymptotic value A G

[-oo, oo] at the point x e dUn (respectively, U") if there is a path y(t), Q^t<l
contained in B" (respectively, R++1) and ending at x such that u(p) tends to A as
long as p tends to x along y, that is, y(t)—>x as t-+1 and u(y(t))-+ A as t—> 1.

The set of x e dBn (respectively, W) at which u has an asymptotic limit is
denoted by A(u). We will be particularly interested in the case A = °°, and the
corresponding subset of dBn (respectively, Un), consisting of the points at which u
has asymptotic value + °°, will be denoted by A(u, +<»).

If y is restricted to be a radius (respectively, a vertical line) and u has a finite
radial (vertical) limit at x then x e dB" (respectively, R") is said to be a Fatou
point of u. We write F(u) to denote the set of all Fatou points of u.

These definitions have their origin in the case of the unit disk

For an analytic function / in the unit disk, F(f) (respectively, A{f, °°)) denotes
the set of points of the unit circle at which/has finite radial limit (respectively, | / |
has asymptotic value °°). If u is subharmonic in A, then the above definitions of
radial and asymptotic limits apply,

G. R. McLane [18] realized that the boundary behaviour of some classes of
analytic functions in the unit disk was more easily understood by considering not
only radial limits but also asymptotic limits. He introduced the class of analytic
functions in A having asymptotic values at a dense set of the unit circle, now
called the McLane class. The analogous class for subharmonic functions was
studied by Hornblower [12] and he gave a sufficient growth condition for a
subharmonic function to be in this class. More precisely, a subharmonic function
u in A is in the McLane class if

\og+M(r)dr<oo
Jo

where M(r) = sup{u(z): \z\ = r}. (See [13,11].) Barth, Rippon and Sons [4] have
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improved the conclusions of Hornblower's theorem in the analytic case and
obtained the following theorem.

THEOREM BRS. / / / is analytic in the unit disk and satisfies Hornblower's
condition

Jo

where M(r, f) = sup{|/(z)|: |z| = r}, then for any arc I of the unit circle, either

| F ( « ) n / | > 0 or A(u, +00) fi 7 ^ 0 .

Here and hereafter |-| always means Lebesgue measure in the corresponding
euclidean space.

In higher dimensions we have the following extension.

THEOREM 1. Let u be subharmonic in B", satisfying Hornblower's condition

(H) [ log+ M(r) dr< 00

where M(r) = sup{w(y): \y\ *£ r}. Then, for every ball B in dB", either

\F(u) D B\ > 0 or A(u, +°o) fl B * 0.

As a matter of fact, we will prove the following version of Theorem 1 in the
upper half space of R++1.

THEOREM 1'. Let u be subharmonic in R++1. Let

M(t) = sup{u(x, y): |*| ̂  1, t *£ y ^ 1}

and suppose that u satisfies Hornblowefs condition

(H')

Then, for every ball B in W, which is contained in B", either

\F(u) D B\ > 0 or A(u, +°°) D B * 0 .

It is convenient to point out that these results in the ball are not deduced from
the corresponding ones in the upper half space, or vice versa. However, the
proofs are completely parallel and, since technical details are perhaps simpler in
R++1, we have preferred to deal with Theorem 1' instead of Theorem 1.

The sharpness of condition (H) is discussed in [11, Example 10.15], in the
context of the unit disk. To wit, for every positive increasing function k(r), with
0 =5 r < 1, such that

lim sup (1 - r)log k(r) > 0,
l
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a subharmonic function u in A is constructed so that its maximum M(r) satisfies
M(r)<k(r) and u is not in the McLane class. Note that condition (H) forces
(1 - r)log+ A/(r)—>0. These examples can be easily extended to higher dimen-
sions by adding dummy variables.

As a consequence of Theorems 1 and 1', we have the following extensions of
Hornblower's theorems in B" and U"+

+\

COROLLARY 1. If U is subharmonic in B" (respectively, U"+
+]) and u satisfies

condition (H) (respectively, (H')) then u has asymptotic limits at a dense subset of
BE" (respectively, U").

There are different approaches to the proof of Hornblower's theorem in the
unit disk. They are usually divided into a topological part, namely a characteriza-
tion of the McLane class in terms of Koebe arcs (see [11]), and a harmonic
measure argument. Such a clear division is not possible in higher dimensions; for
instance, the topological part fails entirely. What we have done is to combine
both parts in a unified, less direct, argument (see Lemma 6). The harmonic
measure argument that we use is inspired by a proof of Hornblower's theorem
due to P. Rippon [11, p. 798] which relies on a harmonic measure estimate in a
special domain. However, it is perhaps worth mentioning that some techniques
usually employed to estimate harmonic measure in the plane (conformal
mapping, Ahlfors distortion theorem, etc.) are no longer available in higher
dimensions.

An analytic function/in the unit disk is said to be a Bloch function if

Results of Anderson and Pitt [1] and Makarov [17] show that if a Bloch analytic
function in the unit disk has a small Fatou set (of measure zero) then it must have
infinite radial limits at a relatively large set (of Hausdorff dimension 1). Some
results of Berman [5] and Fernandez and Llorente [8] have extended that fact to
functions with less restrictive growth, the conclusions involving asymptotic limits
instead of radial limits. Barth and Rippon [3] have recently obtained a common
improvement of these last two results from which the following theorem, that we
state below as Theorem BR, is deduced. Recall that if £ is a subset of W and
j3 2s 0 then the Hausdorff j3-content of E, Mp(E), is defined as

where the infimum is taken over all coverings of E by balls {£,} of radius {r;}. The
Hausdorff dimension of E can be defined by

dim E = inf {j3 ^ 0: MP(E) = 0}.

Note that Mp(E) > 0 implies dim E s* /3.

THEOREM BR. Suppose that f is analytic in A, with

C
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for some positive constant C > 0 and some a e [0, 1]. Then, if I is any arc of the
unit circle, either

\F(f)DI\>0 or M,.Q(A(

If this last possibility occurs, then, in particular, dim(A(u, +°°) n /) s* 1 - a.

Barth and Rippon have used fine potential theory to prove some analogous
results for subharmonic functions in A. The next theorem, that we state only in
M"+

+], extends the result of Barth and Rippon to higher dimensions.
Hereafter, for a 5* 0, we will denote by Ma the class of subharmonic functions

in !R++1 which, for some constant Cu, satisfy a growth condition of the type:

u{x, v) ss CJya, for each x e U", and each v such that 0 < y < 1.

THEOREM 2. Suppose that u e Ma for some a e [0, 1]. If B is a ball in U", then
either

\F(u)nB\>0
or

If this last possibility occurs, then, in particular,

dim(A(u, +°o) H B) 5* n - a.

It is often useful to interpret problems on boundary behaviour in terms of
martingales. If p eN, a p-adic martingale (respectively, submartingale) in the
unit cube Qo = [0, 1]" is a sequence (Sk) of step functions in Qo, each Sk being
constant on the ^-generation cubes of the form

n

Fl [mjP~k> (mj + 1)P~*) where 0^mj^pk - 1,
7 = 1

and such that the value of Sk at every cube Qk of the ^-generation is equal
(respectively, less than or equal) to the mean of the values which Sk+X takes at the
pn subcubes of the (k + l)-generation in which Qk is divided.

Because of the metric nature of the problems in which we are interested, we
will restrict our attention to these special cases of submartingales. For further
general information about martingales and their abstract definition, we refer to
[20,22].

For a submartingale Sf = (Sk) in the unit cube Qo we define, following the
analogy with the function-theoretical case, the Fatou set F($f) and the divergence
set A(Jf, +oo) as

= \x EQQ: \imSk(x) exists and is finite!,
I k J

= +00

The next result, due to Makarov [17], is a discrete analogue of the Bloch
continuous case.
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THEOREM C. Let (Sk) be a dyadic martingale in [0, 1] such that its increments,
Sk - S/t-i, are uniformly bounded. If I is any subinterval of[0, 1] then, either

\F(<f)ni\>0 or d im( i4 (#+*)n / ) = l.

In view of this result, it is natural to ask if there exists some kind of analogue of
Theorem 2 for submartingales. The answer is given in the following theorem,
which extends Theorem C.

THEOREM 3. Let £f = (Sk) be a p-adic submartingale in the unit cube Q{) of U."
such that the growth condition

Sk =s Cpka

holds for some a ^ 0, and C > 0, uniformly in k. If Q is a cube contained in Qo,
then either

or

for some positive constant K, depending only on n and p. If this last possibility
occurs, then, in particular,

+oo) n Q)^n -a.

Concerning the sharpness of Theorem 2, we give the following partial answer.

THEOREM 4. For each a, with 0 < a < 1, there exists a harmonic function u in Ma

such that \F(u)\ = 0 and that, for any ball B in W, we have

dim(A(u,

n-a^ dim(y4(w, +<») fi B) ^ n - 2a(l + 2a)"1 if a > \.

The proof of Theorem 4 reduces to the case n = 1 (see Theorem 4' in § 5). A
martingale approach has proved to be very useful in constructing these examples.
Indeed, the procedure that we have followed is to construct a martingale, sharp in
Theorem 3 (for n = 1), and then to translate it into a harmonic function in the
upper half plane. The proof combines some techniques appearing in [15] in the
case of radial limits with an argument of Berman [5, Theorem 2] which allows one
to replace radial limits by asymptotic limits. It turns out that the barrier at the
value 2 is not present in the martingale situation and is, therefore, a consequence
of the transfer method. We refer to § 5 for further details.

The paper is organized as follows: § 1 contains some preliminary lemmas; in § 2
we give some harmonic measure estimates needed in the proofs of Theorems 1'
and 2, which are proved in § 3, under the additional assumption that the functions
involved are continuous. Theorem 3 is proved in § 4, and finally, Theorem 4 is
proved in § 5. In § 6 we describe the changes needed in the proofs of Theorems 1'
and 2 to cover the discontinuous case.

We would like to thank D. Burkholder and R. Berman for some valuable
correspondence. We also thank P. Rippon for helpful conversations and for
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sending us the preprint [3]. Part of this research was done when the second author
was visiting Universidad Autonoma de Madrid in December 1992. He wants to
thank its Mathematics Department for its hospitality.

Recently, following the distribution of the present paper in preprint form, two
interesting results have been obtained which extend and complement ours: S. J.
Gardiner ('Asymptotic values and minimal fine limits of subharmonic functions of
slow growth') has extended Theorem 2 to the full range [0, n] of a, while, on the
other hand, J. M. Wu ('Growth and asymptotic sets of subharmonic functions')
has also obtained a partial extension of the range of a in Theorem 4.

1. Preliminary lemmas

Let us fix some notation which we shall use throughout this paper.
Points in R++1 are denoted by (x, v), with x e R" and y e U+.
For a eUn and r > 0, Bn {a, r) denotes the open euclidean ball in R" of centre a

and radius r. We shall denote Bn(0,1) by B".
The boundary of a set E is denoted by BE. Associated to a ball Bn(a, r) in R"

we define the Carleson cylinder C(a, r) as B"{a, r) X (0, r) and the tent T(a, r),
which consists of the points (x, y) with x e Bn(a, r) and 0<y < 6ist(x, dBn(a, r)).
In general, if a e R" and r, h are positive numbers, then C{a, r,h) will be the
cylinder Bn(a, r) x (0, h).

Given a function / (respectively, a measure //.) on R" then P[f] (respectively,
is the Poisson extension of / (respectively, n) to R++1, that is,

P[f](x,y)=\ P{x-t,y)f{t)dt
JIB"

where P(x, y) = Kny(\x\2 + y2)~^n+l) is the Poisson kernel in Un
+

+l (Kn is a
normalizing constant), and analogously

,y)=\ P(x-t,y)dfi(t).
J
\

Finally, if u is a function in R++1 and x e R" is a Fatou point of u, we put

The next lemma is an extension due to Dahlberg of a classical theorem of
Littlewood.

LEMMA D (Dahlberg [7]). Let Q c i " + 1 be the domain above the graph of a
Lipschitz function in R", and let u be a subharmonic function in Cl Ifuis bounded
above in Cl, then u has finite vertical limits at almost all points of dQ with respect
to the surface measure in dCl

LEMMA 1. Let fi e [0, n] and £ c B " with MP(E)< 1. Then there exists a
countable collection of balls, {Bk = B"(ak, rk)} in W, such that the following
conditions hold:

(i) £cU4'
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(ii) 2 * r £ < l ;

(iii) |B"-U*B* |>0 .

Proof. Assertions (i), (ii) are immediate from the definition of the /3-content.
Condition (iii) follows since £ r% < 1 implies £ rn

k < 1.

LEMMA 2 (Berman [5]). Lef {B* = Bn(ak> rk)} be a covering of a set £ c B " such
that, for some /3 E [n - 1, n],

Then there exists a function b, harmonic and positive in U"+
+x, with

for every (x, y) e [_}k Sk, where Sk = dTk — Bk, each Tk being the tent associated to
the ball Bk.

Proof For every k EN, let /xk be the normalized 'surface' measure on the
sphere dBk, that is, /xk(dBk) = 1. An elementary computation with the Poisson
kernel gives the estimate

if (x, y) £ Sk, for k eN, where A is a positive constant depending only on the
dimension n. Define a finite positive measure /x on Un by the expression

= T S >•*

Then the function b = P[fi] satisfies the conditions required. Indeed, if (x, y) G Sk

then

Note that the condition (3 s* n - 1 has been used in the last inequality.

The fact that our proof of Theorem 2 only works for a s [0,1] is a consequence
of the restriction j3 G [n - 1, n] in Lemma 2.

LEMMA 3. Ler w be subharmonic in the Carleson cylinder C(0, h), bounded
above by a positive constant M. Assume that u*(x) ^0 for a.e. x G B"(0, h). Then,
for every e e (0,1) and (x, y) with \x\ ^\h, 0 <y < he, one has

where A is a positive constant which depends only on n.

Proof. We may assume that M = h = 1. To simplify notation we write here
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B = B"(0,1), C = C(0,1), D = BC-B. Denote by (o(x, y) the harmonic measure
of D in the cylinder C, that is, the harmonic function in C with boundary values
+1 on D and 0 on B. Then u - co is a subharmonic function in the Lipschitz
domain C and it is bounded above there. Now, by Lemma D and the hypotheses,
u - a) has non-positive normal limits a.e. on dC. Standard arguments show then
that u - (o has a non-positive harmonic majorant and, consequently, u - <o *s 0
throughout C.

By symmetry and the Maximum Principle, we have

(o^v on£"+1(0, 1)DIR"+
+1,

where v is the harmonic function in Bn+\0,1) with boundary values +1 on
dBn+\0, l)nlT+

+ 1 and - 1 on dBn+\0,1)0 Rn+1. The result follows from the
inequalities above and the estimate

\v(x,y)\^Ay, where \x\ ^ \, \y\ ^ \,

which is easily derived from the explicit expression of v in terms of the Poisson
kernel of a ball.

COROLLARY. Let u be a continuous subharmonic junction in the Carleson
cylinder C(0, h) and let ft be a component of {u > A} for some real number A.
Assume that the next two conditions are satisfied:

(i) u «£ L in ft fl C(0, h) for some constant L;

(ii) {x G Bn(0, h): u*(x) exists and u*(x) s* A} has zero measure.

Then, if 0 < e < 1, we have

for all (x, y) e ft with x e Bn(0, \h), 0<y^eh. Here A is the constant of
Lemma 3.

Proof. Define
u - A in ft,

inC(O, h)\Q.

Then v is subharmonic in C(0, h) and O^v^L- A in C(0, /i). Then v*(x)
exists for a.e. x on Bn(0,h) and therefore assumption (ii) implies in fact that
v*(x) = 0 for a.e. x e fl"(0, /i). Now, by Lemma 3,

for all (x, y) with \x\ ^ \h, 0 < y < eh. Therefore

u(x, y)^X + Ae(L-k)

if (x, y) e ft, |x| =£ J/i, 0 < y < eh.

We remark that there is a version of this last corollary which is valid for
discontinuous w; see § 6.
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2. Some harmonic measure estimates

For a domain Q, a point p0 s Q, and a subset E of dQ, the harmonic measure of
E at p0 in ft will be denoted by (o(E, p0, Q).

LEMMA 4. Given positive numbers r and h, consider the cylinder C(0, r, h) in
R++1. Then there exist positive constants A, B, depending only on n such that

o)(dBn(0,r)x[0,h], (0,y), C(0, r, h)) ̂ A jexpt-Bj), forO<y<h.
h \ hi

Proof. Let Q = {x = (xX)..., xn) e W: \xj\ ^r/y/n, j = 1,..., n} be the cube
centred at the origin, inscribed in the ball B"(0, r). Then, by the Maximum
Principle and the symmetry of the domains involved, we have the following chain
of inequalities:

<o(dBn(0,r)x[0,h], (0,y), C(O,r,h))

*to(BQx[0,h],(0,y), Qx(Q,h))

^ } x or-1 x [o, h], (0, y), (-oo, ^ - ) x ir-1 x (o,

Note now that this last harmonic measure does not depend on the variables
x2,..., xn, so it is equal to the following planar harmonic measure:

the last inequality being easily checked by using conformal mapping of a
half-strip.

We proceed now to the definition of the special domain that plays a relevant
role in the proof of Theorem 1'.

Given J:0 e I", r > 0 and a sequence (ak) of positive numbers such that
St=i ok = l, put s0 = 0, sk = 2*=i fl/i and define a domain S> in R++1 as follows:

where
_ f l ifO^t<a]=su

LEMMA 5. Let x0, r and Q) be as above. For k eN, define

rk = d2>n {(x, y): \x- xQ\ S* rsk}.
Then

(o(Tk, (x0, yo), 2) ^ A txp(-Bak2
k), for O<yo<r,

where A, B are positive constants depending only on n.
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Proof. After a change of scale, if necessary, we may assume that x0 = 0, and
r = 1. For k &N, define

rk = {(x,y): \x\ = sk, 0^y^2-«-%

By the Maximum principle,

co(Tk, (0, y0), 9) ^ co(T'k> (0, yQ), %)

where 2)k = 2) D {(x, y): \x\ < sk}.
The Markov property of harmonic measure and the Maximum Principle give

" ( H , (0, y0), %) ^ <o(T"k, (0, y0), Gk) sup co(T'k^ U T'k, (x, y), Rk),

where
Gk = 2>n{(x,y): \x\<l

2(sk-l+sk)},

Rk = {(x,y): sk-,<\x\<sk,0<y<2-(k-')}.

In particular,

*o(Tk,(0,yQ),2)* sup w(rk^UT'k,(x,y),Rk).

Fix (x, v) G Ffe and recall that ak = sk - $*_,. Then by Lemma 4, we have

^ . . u r ; , (x,y), Rk)^Aexp(-Bak2
k),

as desired.

3. Proof of Theorems 1' and 2 /or continuous subharmonic functions

Suppose that u is subharmonic in the Carleson cylinder C(0,1), is continuous in
C(0, 1) n Un

+
+\ and satisfies the condition of Hornblower:

(H') log+ M(r) d/ <f l°g+

where M(r) = sup{u(jc, y): \x\^l, t^y^ 1}.
We shall construct, for every r (0< r < 1), a sequence of positive numbers (ak),

where £* a* = 1, as follows. First, choose an integer m = m(r) such that

where B is the constant appearing in Lemma 5. Note that the boundedness of the
integral (H') implies the convergence of the series

2 2~k log+ M(r2-k),

and the above choice of m implies as well that

k=m + \
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Now define the sequence (ak), depending on r, by

-(2~Mog k k

B
1
- f l - 2 a,

Observe that every ak is positive and that *Zkak = l. We also define for
convenience a0 = 0.

The following lemma is fundamental in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2.

LEMMA 6. Let u be subharmonic in C(0, 1), continuous in C(0, l)fllR++1 and
satisfy condition (H'):

log+ M(t)dt< oo

where M(t) = sup{(«(jc, y): \x\ ^ 1, / ^ \y\ ̂  1}. Further, let x0 G B" and h > 0 be
such thatC(xo,h)czC(0,l).

Then there exists a positive Ao, depending only on M = M(t) and h, such that the
following holds: if both

(i) \{x e B"(x0, h): u*(x) exists and u*(x) > ^A}| = 0, and
(ii) u(x0, yo)>2A,

are satisfied for some A>A0 and yoe (0, \h), and if Q is the component of
{u>\\}nC(x0) h) containing (x0) yQ), then there exists x e B"(x0, \h) D dQ so
that u is unbounded above in C(x, j^h) D Q..

The proof will show that we can choose A0(/i) = 2 + A(m + \)M(\hl~m), where
A is the constant appearing in Lemma 5 and m =m{\h) is the integer defined at
the introduction of this section, corresponding to r = \h.

_ Proof. Suppose that the conclusion of the lemma does not hold. Then, either
Bn(x0> \h) fl dQ = 0 or u is bounded above in C(x, ^h)f)Q. for each x G
B"(XQ, \h)C\ dQ. In either case, this implies the existence of a positive constant L
such that

u^L onC(x0,\h)nn.

Let r = \h, and consider the domain % corresponding to r, xQ and the sequence
(ak) defined at the beginning of the section. Take a small positive number e, and
let Qc be the component of Qfi 2) n {y > \eh) which contains (x0, yQ). Then the
boundary of Qc can be decomposed into three parts, say, E, F, G, such that

E = U E k , w i t h Ek = d Q t . n {sk ^ 4 |JC - xo\/h < s k + ]}D 83),
k=0

£ n da.
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(Recall that sk = 2*=i a, for every k eN and s0 = 0.) Note that u *£ 2 A on G and,
from the Corollary of Lemma 3, deduce that

u *£ \\ + Ce{L - \k) on F.

Since Q f c 3 and Ek c I \ , then by the Maximum principle and the estimate of
Lemma 5, we have that

a)(Ek> (x0, y0), Qe) ^ o)(Tk) (x0, y0), 3))^ A exp(-Bak2
k),

and therefore, harmonic majorization gives

2 M{\h2~k) exp(-Bak2
k)

k=0

A + Ce(L -
k = 0

+ A I) exp(log+ M(\h2~k) - Bak2
k).

k=m

Recalling the choice of the sequence (ak) we conclude that

and since E was arbitrary, we finally get

2A =£ A + A(m + \)M{\h2-m) + 2,

which contradicts the choice of A. This contradiction completes the proof of the
lemma.

Proof of Theorem Y. Without loss of generality, we assume that B = Bn(0, h0)
and \F(u) CiB\ = 0, with 0 < ho < 1. As before, we let

M{t) = sup{w(x, y): \x\ ^ 1, t ̂ y ^ 1}.

Let hx = \hQ and take \x > 2 + Am1M(\h12~r"i), where A and ml = m{\hx) have
the same meanings as above.

Then u must be unbounded above in the cylinder C(0, \hx) since otherwise u
would have finite vertical limits on a set of positive measure (Lemma D), contrary
to the hypothesis. Therefore, a point /?i e C(0, lh\) can be chosen so that
K ( P I ) > 2 A , .

If PJ = (xi, Vi), then C(xu h}) <= C(0, h0) and yx < \h\. The argument follows in
an inductive way. Assume that pk = (xk, yk), hk, mk = m{\hk) and Â  have already
been chosen so that the following conditions are satisfied:

(3.1) u(pk)>2kk,

(3.2) yk < \hk,

(3.3) C{xk,hk)<=.C{xk-uhk--i),

(3.4) kk > 2A*_] + AmkM{\hk2-mk).

Let Q^ be the component of {u > j\k} D C(xk, hk) which contains pk. Then, by
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Lemma 6, there exists x e B"{xk, \hk) fl BQ.k such that u is unbounded above in
C(x, izhk) n Q.k. Put hk+l = \hk and let mk+x=m{\hk). If we choose A*+1

satisfying

A* + 1 > 2kk + Amk+iM(\hk + l2~mk+l),

then there exists pk+x e C(x, \shk) fl Qk = C(x, \hk+i) D Clk such that

Note that if pk+-i = (xk+u yk+l) then (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) hold for k + 1
instead of k, so the iterative procedure works. It is clear that the sequence {A*}
constructed in this way tends to +°o.

Since pk, pk + l both belong to £lk, which is a component of

{u>l2\k}nC(xk,hk),

they can be joined by a path yk inside Q.k. In particular, u\yk>^\k. Define
y = U* = i'y/c to be the path obtained by connecting the successive paths yk.
Since hk + x = \hk, and C(xk + U hk + i) a C(xk, hk) then {C(xk, hk)} is a nested
sequence of Carleson cylinders whose diameters tend to zero, so the path y
certainly ends at a point xoeB. Since A*—»<», we have that x0 e A(u, +«>).
Theorem 1' is, therefore, completely proved.

Proof o/ Theorem 2. We can assume that

u(x,y)^l/ya, where ( K y s s l , a e [0, 1],

and also that B is the unit ball of U" and |F(u) nB\ = 0. Let £ = A(u, +») n 5
and suppose A/n_a(£) < 1 = Mn.a(B). Apply Lemma 1 to £, with B = n - a, and
obtain a sequence of balls {Bk}, each i?* of radius rk, such that

Since |3 e [n - 1, n], Lemma 2 supplies a function b, positive and harmonic in
IT+

+1 with

if (JC, y) e U/c 'S'/c. where Sk = dTk\ Bk, each rfc being the tent associated to the ball
Bk, as defined in § 1.

Consider the domain P = C(0,1) \ U* Tk and observe that

dPnRnnA(u, +oo) = 0 and |aP n Rn| =

Define a function v in C(0,1) as

in

Then v is continuous, subharmonic and positive in C(0, 1). Take ht >0 such that

We claim that u is unbounded above in the cylinder C(0,1 - hu
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Indeed, otherwise u — b would be bounded above in the Lipschitz domain
P' = P H C(0, 1 — /i,) and, consequently, u — b would have vertical boundary
values almost everywhere in dP' D Un (Lemma D) and, since \dP' 0 W\ > 0 and b
has vertical limits almost everywhere, we could conclude that u would have finite
vertical limits on a set of positive measure, contrary to the hypothesis. Therefore
v is unbounded above in C(0,1 - hu \hx).

Because of the way v has been defined, one has that

where M(t, v) and M{t, u) have the same meaning as above. In particular v
satisfies the Hornblower condition if u does.

For the positive number hx selected before, let mx = m{\hx) be the integer
corresponding to v and r = \hx. Take A! >2 + Am^M(\hx2~mi).

Choose /?] = (xu y{) e C(0,1 - hu \hx) .such that u(pl)>2kl. Then
C(xu hx) c C(0,1) and yx < \hx. Successive applications of Lemma 6 to v would
furnish, in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1, a path y ending at a point
x0 E B such that v tends to +<» along y, so x0 e A(v, + « > ) c 5 \ U* Bk, and this is
a contradiction, since A(v, +<x>)czA(u, +°°) c U * Bk. This contradiction, ob-
tained from the assumption Mn-a(E) < 1, proves Theorem 2.

4. A submartingale analogue of Theorem 2

Given a probability space (Q, &, ix) and an increasing sequence of cr-algebras
of measurable sets {^}, we say that {8Fk} is regular if there exists R > 0 such that

for each A E 8Fk+1 and all k eN, where Ck(A) is the smallest ^.-measurable
cover of A (see [6]). It is obvious that a p-adic filtration in the unit cube of U" is
regular.

For a submartingale SP= (Sk, 9%) in the probability space (ft, $% /i) we define,
as in the Introduction, the Fatou set of 5 ,̂ F(^) , and the divergence set

, +oo) as

= | w e Q: lim 5fc(w) exists and is finite \,

eQ: limSk((o) = +ool.
k J

If y = (Sk, &k) is a submartingale then there exist a martingale M = (Mk, 9%)
and a non-negative increasing sequence (/4*) such that, for each k eN, Ak is
^_rmeasurable and

Sk = Mk+ Ak.

This decomposition is unique [20] and it is called the Doob decomposition of the
submartingale &>. Observe that Mk^Sk, so that

A(M, +oo) cA(S, +»).

The following lemma relates F(M) and F(y). The set inclusions and set
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identities appearing in this lemma and its proof are understood to hold up to a set
of n -measure zero.

LEMMA 7. Let S = (Sk, 2Pk) be a submartingale in the probability space (Q, &, /a)
and

Sk = Mk+ Ak

be its Doob decomposition. If{cPk} is regular then

F{M) = \OJ e Q : inf Mk{w) > -oc] c F(!f) U A(Sf, +00).
I k J

Proof. Take w e f i s o that (Mk(u))) is bounded. Since (Ak) is increasing, there
are two possibilities:

(i) lirrifc Ak(a>) = +3C, and in this case lim^ Sk(oo) = +^ because of the bound-
edness of (Mk(co))\

(ii) lim .̂. ^4 .̂(0;) < +2c and, consequently sup^ Sk(u)) < +°o for the same reason.

Therefore

{cueQ: (Mk(co)) is bounded} cz | w: sup^(o>) < oc 1 Ui4(y, +«»).

By a theorem of Chow (see the last corollary of [6]) we have that

and

:

so that we have the following chain of inclusions:

F ( M ) c L : inf Mk(cj)> -ooj

C{OJ: (M*(<o)) is bounded} cF(^)Uy4(^, +»),

as desired.

The inclusion {sup^ 5* < °°} c F(SP) is no longer true if no regularity condition
is assumed (even if 5̂  is a martingale); see Example 2.8.2 in [22].

The following lemma describes how to positivize a martingale. It can be viewed
as a discrete analogue of the so-called localization techniques in function theory,
which are based on the study of the components of {u > A} when u is a harmonic
(or subharmonic) function.

LEMMA 8. Let Mk = ^j=QXj be a martingale, with respect to the increasing
sequence of a-algebras {&>k}. Suppose that Mo s* 0 and that, for each k 6 N, &% is
generated by a finite number of sets.
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Then there exists a martingale Tk = 2*=o Yj {with respect to the same a-algebras)
such that To = Mo and that, for each k e N, the following statements hold:

(0 o^r^AC-
(ii) ini*£|**|;

(iii) if Tk((o) = 0 then 7J(o>) = 0 for all j ^ k.

Proof. To define the Tk we use an inductive argument starting with 7̂  = Mo.
Fix keN and assume that, for j = 0, 1,..., k, the ^-measurable functions

Tj = 2 ;
m = 0 Ym have already been defined, satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) and also the

martingale requirement about conditional expectation,

We will show that it is then possible to construct an ^ + ] -measurable function
Tk+\ = Tk + Yk+-[ satisfying (i), (ii) and the martingale condition

Property (iii) will follow from the construction.
Since Tk is given, defining Tk+-[ is equivalent to defining Yk+i. We claim that it is

possible to take

for a certain ^ + ] -measurable function \k+u to be defined below, with
A*+1«sl.

Consider the following ^ + 1 -events :

D = {Tk>0,Xk+l>0},

that form a partition of the whole space, since Tk 2= 0. Notice also that A is
^-measurable, and that on B one has Xk+] =£0.

In A, we set \k+^ = 0. In B we would like to have

Tk + Yk+i = Tk + \k+iXk+i — 0,

so we define

Observe that -Xk+l = \Xk+l\ > Tk > 0 in B, so 0 ̂  A*+1 ^ 1 in B.
In C we take A*+1 = 1. Finally, we need to choose A*.+i in D to ensure that

Notice that whatever the choice of \k+] in D, with 0 ^ A^+1 ^ 1, statements (i),
(ii), (iii) hold. Indeed:

in A, Tk = 0=Tk+];

in B, Tk+] = Tk + Ak+lXk+i = 0;

in C, 0 < 7i+ 1 = Tk + Xk+1 < Mk + Xk+l = Mk+1 = MUu

in D, 0 < Tk+1 = Tk + \k+lXk+l ^Mk + Xk+l = Mk+1 = MU\.
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Suppose that SFk is generated by the sets Fx,..., Fq for some q =q(k) and

Since {Fu ..., Fq) is a partition of Q, it is enough to define A*+1 as a constant value
in each FjDD; recall that D is ^+1-measurable. For each i, with 1 ̂  i ; «£ q, take

"J,0

JFtc\B *k + Jp.nc

First we need to check that O^z'^l (l^i^q). Indeed, since (Mk) is a
martingale, E[Xk+l/cFk] = 0 and this implies that

0 = f y =[ X +1 X +f X + f
I /c + l I * + l I k + 1 I k + \ I

J/v J /vn/ i J/vHS JFjnc JFj

The first term in the right-hand side is zero, because Ftr\A e 8Fk. Therefore

[ f [
FiC\D JFiHB JFil~\C

These inequalities show that 0 *£ z' «s 1.
On the other hand,

(4.1) [ A*+1 ̂ + 1 = f 0 • Xk+1 + [ T^-.Xk+1 + \ Xk+X + f z'X

Tk-\ | ^ + 1 | +
B JFiHC

If fx(F( D D) ¥> 0 then the choice of z' makes this last expression equal to zero.
If ix(Fir\D) = 0 then JF.nD Xk+X = 0 and so jFin(Buo Xk+\ = 0. But on B U C

one has that Xk+l^0 and we conclude that Xk+l = 0, /x-a.e. on BUC. And
finally, (4.1) shows that jF. Ak+lXk+i = 0.

The conclusion is that if we define

__Zi_
A*+i — IV. ,XB+XC +

where %E denotes the characteristic function of E, then \k+i is an
measurable function such that Oss A*+1 ̂  1 and

Therefore we have defined inductively the new martingale (Tk) in such a way that
(i), (ii) and (iii) hold for all k e N.

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Now we are ready to prove the analogue of Theorem 2 for martingales.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let (Sk) be a /?-adic submartingale in the unit cube Qo of
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W. The probability space now is Qo endowed with its n -dimensional Lebesgue
measure.

Suppose that (Sk) satisfies the growth condition

Sk ^ Cpka, for all k e N,

where C > 0 and a 2*0. First we assume that Q = Qo and that

We intend to prove that

+oo))

for some positive constant K, depending only on n and p.
Let M = (Mk) be the martingale which appears in the Doob decomposition of

$f = (Sk). Then Mk ^Sk for all k and Lemma 7 implies that

(4.2) infM*(a;)=-oo

for almost all <o e Qo.
By adding a constant if necessary (recall that MQ is constant in Qo) we may

assume that Mo = 0. Take A > 0 and let T = (Tk) be the martingale associated to
M + A as in Lemma 8. Since Mk^Sk^ Cpka, we have

For every p-adic cube, Qk) of the A:-generation, define

This choice defines a finite positive measure in Qo [20, p. 150]. Observe that
o) ~ A, and that

if Qk is p-adic of the A:th generation. Now (4.2) and Lemma 8(iii) imply that Tk is
eventually 0 almost surely, and consequently /x is a singular measure.

Define
A'={XGQ0:

Thus if x e.A' and (Qk(x)) is the sequence of p-adic cubes that converges to x,
then

f ! ? - ••»--
In particular,

A'czA(T,

If Qk is a p-adic cube of the A:th generation, then

= [ 7; ̂  (cP
ka + A) IQJ ^ (

where 5(Q) denotes the side length of the cube Q.
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Suppose that {Qj} is a covering of A' by p-adic cubes, contained in Qo. Then

C + A C + A"

Since the /3-content of a set defined with p-adic cubes is comparable to the
j3-content defined with balls, we have, by letting A tend to infinity, that

Mn_a(A')>K

for some positive constant K, which depends only on n and p.
In order to prove the local version of the result, we take a p-adic cube Q of the

generation N contained in Qo and suppose that \F(y) n Q\ = 0. By considering
the martingale (Mk + \)^=N restricted to Q, we see that the same argument above
shows that, for each covering (Qj) of A(tf, + » ) n Q by p-adic cubes, we have

i

and the result follows.

5. Proof of Theorem 4

As stated in the introduction, we deduce Theorem 4 from the following
one-dimensional result.

THEOREM 4'. For each a, with 0< a < 1, there exists a harmonic function u in
U2+ such that u G Ma, that u has finite asymptotic limits at most in a countable set,
and that

dimA(u, +°°) = 1 - a ifa^\,

\-a^dimA(u, +oo) ss (1 + 2a)"1 if a>\.

To obtain Theorem 4 from Theorem 4' it is enough to consider the function
v(x],x2)..., xn)y) = u(xu y), where u is the function in Theorem 4'.

The motivation for the proof of Theorem 4' is the martingale construction
which we briefly describe as follows.

Take a > 0, R a large integer and 8 a positive number such that R~a ^ 8 < 1.
For / E [0,1] define

1 if t e [0, 5],

-5(1 - 5 ) " 1 if te (8,1).

If k eM, define also

Xk(t) = X0(R
kt-[Rkt}),

where [•] denotes the integer part.
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Now consider

Sn(t) = 2 RkaXk{t).
k = 0

It is easy to check that Sn(t) > 0 if and only if Xn{t) > 0, for each n e N, so

U it* [0, 1]: **(0 = +1, k = #i, « + 1,...}
i

and a straightforward computation of the Hausdorff dimension finally gives that

+oo) = 1 - (log(l/5))(log R)~\

Note that this value is exactly 1 - a if 8 = R~a. If, for each k e N, we define the
interval families

3>k = {[mR~k, (m + 1)/T*): m = 0, 1,..., /?* - 1},

$t = {[m/?"fc, (m + 8)R-k): m = 0, 1,..., /?* - 1},

^* = {[("* + 8)R'k, (m + 1 )/?"*): m = 0, 1,.... /?* - 1}.

Then

u n u /•
n = l * = n /e^f

With this example in mind we proceed now to describe the construction needed
in Theorem 4'.

(i) The starting point is to define, for each k GN, three families of intervals in
[0,1], J>k, $X, $1 (later they can be extended periodically to the real line) that
will play a similar role to the three interval families defined above.

Suppose that two increasing sequences of positive integers (pk), (qk) and a
decreasing sequence of positive numbers (8k) have already been chosen (the
exact choices and their dependences will be made explicit later). The main
properties that we require from these interval families are that, for each k EN,
$X and $1 are mutually disjoint, form a partition of [0,1] and, for every / e $ki

we have J = J+ UJ~, where / + E / £ , / " e $>~k, J
+ n J~ = 0 and

\r\ = 8k\j\, \r\ = {\-8k)\j\.

The families $k, $t, $~k can be constructed inductively. Define $x = {[0,1]},
/ f = IP, 50}, $\ = {[8U 1]}. Suppose that $m, $%, for m = 1, 2,..., k - 1, have
already been defined. Take / E J ? ^ , , and suppose that J=J+L)J , where
/ + LI/" = 0, / + e /jf.b / " G / ;_! and

We will separately define the intervals of $k contained in / + and /" .
Divide J+ into infinitely many intervals which are determined by the partition

(JO*,, where JC0 is the middle point of J+, xn=xn_-[+2~{n+l) \J+\ if n >0, and
xn = *o ~ (x-n ~ xo)> if w < 0. Denote by (/„)"„ the partition of J+ obtained in this
way. Observe that \Jn\ = 2~(n+1) |/+|. (This infinite subdivision is used by Berman
in [5].) Now, for every n eZ, divide /„ into n2pk intervals of the same length, say
{JnJ: j = 1,2,..., n2pk) and, for each /„,, divide it again into two intervals /*, and
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Jn_, such that the left (right) endpoint of Jj,j {Jn.j) is the left (right) endpoint of JnJ

and lengths are related by the rule

\K,\ = 8k \JnJ\, \J~J = (1 - 8k) \Jnj\.

Then we define

A n / + = {/„,,: neZ,j = l, 2,..., n2pk),

A + n y + = { / ; > y : nsZJ = 1,2,...,n2pk},

rk ny + = {/-,: n e Z,/ = 1, 2,..., n2
Pk).

In order to define the intervals of $k, ^k, $>~k which are contained in J~ we
repeat the above procedure but substituting pk by qk. If we now write (/m>1),
Um.i)> (Im,i), where m e Z and / = 1, 2,..., w 2 ^ , for the corresponding intervals,
then

$k nr = {/„,,,-: m e T, i = 1, 2,..., m2^},

j?,+ n r = {/;,,: m e Z, i = 1, 2,..., m2qk),

$~k nJ~= {/-,,-: m e Z, i = 1, 2,..., m2^}.

Since this construction can be carried out for every Je^k.u we have
inductively defined the families $ki £>£, $1. By periodic extension we assume that
these families are defined in the whole real line. Observe that / * , / ^ form a
partition of U, for every keN. Furthermore, if J e Jl

k-l and J = J+UJ~ as
above, then the length of each Jnj e $kC\J+ is

\Jnj\ -(n 2 p k ) \J \-[n 2 p k ) o ^ _ , | y |

and the length of each lmi eJ>kr)J~ is

|AJ = (m22m+'qky
x \r\ = (m22m+]qky\l - 8,.,) \J\.

In order to get homogeneous bounds we assume hereafter that the condition

(5-1) Pk^&k-\Qk

holds for all k eN. Then the length of each interval in Jk is at most (q^2 ••• Qk)~X

and the length of each interval in ^k is at most 8k(q]q2... Qk)1-
(ii) For every k EN, define

_ f +1 on the intervals of fk,

1-5^.(1 - 8k)~
l on the intervals of $>k.

Note that each hk is a well-defined bounded step function on R. We also denote
by hk its harmonic extension to the upper half plane.

If k E N, define, for 0 *£ t ̂  1, the indefinite integral

Hk{t)= l'hk(s)ds.
Jo

Since hk is periodic, of period 1, and has zero mean on [0,1] (in fact hk has zero
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mean on each interval of £k), then Hk can also be extended periodically to the
real line. Integration by parts gives

(5.2) hk(x + iy) = -j Pt{t-x,y)Hk{t)dt,

where P(t, v) = y(t2 + V2)"1 is the non-normalized Poisson kernel in the upper
half plane and P, denotes partial differentiation with respect to t.

The following lemma collects some of the boundedness properties of the
functions hk, Hk that will be needed later.

LEMMA 9. Let k e N.

(i) The following hold:

max |/ | ^ {q1q2 ... qk)~\ max |/ | ^ 8k(q}q2 ... qk)~\

Furthermore, ifJeJ>k, then

(5.3) max \Hk\ * 8k \J\.
j

In particular,
max\Hk\^8k(q1q2...qk)~

1.
(ii) Ifz=x+iye U2

+, then

(iii) IfJe^kUJk and (Jn)-Z is its subsequent infinite subdivision, then for all

Proof The first two inequalities in (i) have already been stated, as conse-
quences of assumption (5.1), and (5.3) easily follows from the definition of Hk.
Property (ii) is deduced from (i) and representation (5.2), since

max \Hk\ \ \Pt(t - x, y)\ dt = 2y-}

J — 00

Finally (iii) follows from assumption (5.1) together with the fact that the length of
each subinterval of Jn in J?y is, at most, \Jn\(Pk+\Qk+i • •• 9,)"1 whenever J e J>k)

and is, at most \Jn\(qk+iqk+2 ••• Qj)~l whenever J e $>~k.

The key estimate in the proof of Theorem 4' is provided by the following
lemma.

LEMMA 10. Let k EN and I e J>k, J e $X.. Denote by C(I) and C(J) the arcs of
the circles which pass through the endpoints of I and J, respectively, and intersect I
and J with angles ̂  and \K, respectively. Then, for all j > k, the inequality

•A8j8k (qk+lqk+2... q})
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holds for every z e C(/) or z e C(J) and some absolute constant A > 1.

Proof. Let / = (a, b) e ̂ k. From (5.2) we deduce that

(5.4) \hj{x + iy)\ f Pt(t-X>y)Hj(t)dt + \ P,(t-x,y)Hj(t)dt
J — oc JQ

f P,(t-x,y)Hj(t)dt

We estimate these three integrals separately. The boundedness of the third
integral is completely parallel to the first one, so we restrict our attention to the
first two integrals.

(i) To estimate the first integral in (5.4), suppose first that L e / * with
L<=(-°°, a) and let (Ln)lZ be its infinite subdivision, as described in the
construction of the interval families. By the previous lemma, we have

Pt(t-x,y)H,{t)dt

Summing over all intervals L we finally obtain

P,(t-x,y)Hj(t)dt ^28J8k-\qk+,qk

Z\Ln\ f \P,(t-x,y)\dt

2 [ P(x-t,y)dt.

P(x-t,y)dt

(ii) To estimate the second integral in (5.4) we also consider the infinite
subdivision (/„)*" of / = (a, b). Suppose that x e IN and let IN-\, IN+\ be the left
and right adjacent intervals to IN. We divide the integral into three parts:

(5.5) f Pt(t - x, y)Hj(t) dt=t I P,(t ~ x, y)Hj(t) dt

+I.
N+2

P,(t-x,y)Hj(t)dt

P,(t-x,y)Hj(t)dt.

By the previous lemma and computations similar to those given in (i), the first
and the third terms in the right-hand part of (5.5) are bounded by
(2(7t)8j(qk+]qk+2- fy)"1- T° deal with the second term we again use Lemma 9
and conclude that

Pt(t-x,y)Hj(t)dt

2 \IN\ 8j \P,(t - x, y)\ dt
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Now a simple geometric argument shows that l/wly"1 ^ / IS^ 1 whenever z =
x + iv e C(I), and putting together the conclusions of (i), (ii) we get

\hj(z)\ ^A8j8k {qk+]qk+2--- qj)~

if z G C(I), as desired.
The case J e ^k follows with minor changes: now the first and third integrals in

(5.5) are bounded by

(2/n)8j8k\qk+iqk+2... q,)~\

but the ratio \IN\ v"1 is bounded by an absolute constant, so the result follows.

At this point we can define the function appearing in Theorem 4'. First, we
make some choices. Let a > 0, let R be a large integer (we will require for
instance Ra^2), and let (nk) be an increasing sequence of positive integers
satisfying

(5.6) nk+l-nk

for each k e N. If k e N, put

qk = /?"*""->,

5* = 16i4/ra(w*-'I*-l),

where J4 is the constant in Lemma 10.
We define, for z = x + iy e U2+,

LEMMA 11. Let k EN and J E $X Uj>k. Under the assumptions above we have

ifzeC(J).

Proof. Substituting the expression for u(z) and using Lemma 10 together with
condition (5.6), we obtain the following chain of inequalities:

j=k+l

Now we can prove Theorem 4'.
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Proof of Theorem 4'. First we show that u e Ma.
Take y >0 and select k GN so that R~nk^y<R~n"-\ If we divide the series

which defines u{x + iy) into two parts and use Lemma 9(ii) we obtain

u(x + iy) ^ 2 Ra"' + 2>'"1 2 Ran'8j(q^2 - * , ) ' !

7 = 1 ; = *

so w e J<o.
Now we prove that u has finite asymptotic limits in at most a countable set

of R.
For each k e.N, denote by Nk the set of all endpoints of the intervals of $X and

£k. Then N = [Jk Nk is countable.
Let x e R - N and suppose that Jk is the interval of J>£ U J>k which contains JC

for k G N. It is easy to check that if z e C(Jk) then the harmonic measure of Jk

from z is 1 - (8k/2n) ifJk e ^£, and %ifjke. ^k, so by harmonic majorization we
have

( ^ ) ^ " 28* if h e A",

Lemma 11 then shows that

whenever z e C{Jk). In particular, « cannot have a finite asymptotic limit at x, as
desired.

Finally we prove the statements concerning the dimension of A(u, +<»).
Inequality (5.7) shows that if u has asymptotic limit +o° at a point x e R, then the
set of integers k such that x belongs to some interval of / * must be finite.
Equivalently,

(5.8) i4(M,+»)cu n U
k l j k J S

The values of the Hausdorff dimension that we obtain are a consequence of the
following technical lemma, whose proof is omitted.

LEMMA 12. Let (nk) be an increasing sequence of positive integers satisfying

nklnk.x-*L,

as k—»oo, where L G [1, oo). Then, if E is the set in the right-hand side of (5.8), we
have

dim E^(L- a)(L -a + aL)~\

To end the proof of Theorem 4', it is convenient to distinguish the cases a «s \
and a > J.

(i) If 0 < a =s \t we choose n* = k3. Then L = 1 and condition (5.6) is satisfied.
The conclusion is that dim E «s 1 - a.
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(ii) If a > 5, then condition (5.6) forces L s* 2a. In this case we may choose
nk = k(2a)k, for which L = 2a, and we obtain from the last lemma that

dim £ ^ ( 1 + 2 a ) " 1 .
Therefore,

and Theorem 4' is completely proved.

6. The discontinuous case

In this section we discuss what changes are required in the proofs of Theorems
V and 2 to make them cover the discontinuous case as well. It turns out that the
same ideas will work; we only need to switch to the language of fine potential
theory.

Recall that the fine topology in U"+l, or in any subdomain of it, is the coarsest
topology making all subharmonic functions continuous. We shall use the
terminology 'finely open' or 'fine boundary' to describe sets with respect to the
fine topology. Of course, every Euclidean open set is finely open.

First we observe that in the proof of Lemma 3 no continuity of u is needed.

LEMMA 13. The corollary to Lemma 3 remains true for a discontinuous u when
Q is a fine component of the finely open set {u > A}.

Notice that it is true, although non-trivial to prove, that fine components of
finely open sets are finely open [9,10].

Now the proof in § 1 applies verbatim once we observe that the function v
defined by

u — A in Q,
0 in C(0, h)\Q,

is subharmonic in C(0, h); see [9, Lemma 10.1 and Theorem 9.8] or [14, Lemma
4.5].

The next place where continuity is used is Lemma 6 in § 3.

LEMMA 14. Lemma 6 remains true for a discontinuous u when Q is the fine
component of{u > \\} fl C(x0, h) containing (xQ, y0).

The proof of Lemma 14 is again similar to that of Lemma 6. We now choose Qe

to be the fine component of QC\2)r\{y>\eh} which contains (xo,yo), and
decompose the fine boundary of Qe into three sets E, F and G as in § 3. The fine
potential theory allows similar use of the Maximum Principle and harmonic
majorization as in the proof of Lemma 6 [9] and we conclude that Lemma 14 is
proved.

Finally, after this preparation, to prove Theorems 1' and 2 in the discontinuous
case we only need to invoke the fact from fine potential theory that fine
components of finely open sets are path wise connected [19,16,10]. Then the
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proofs in § 3 apply after obvious changes, and we conclude that Theorems 1' and
2 are completely proved.
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